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Introduction

Analysis

Methodology
Using an Interpretivist philosophy, Inductive approach and Case study strategy, the research

explores the desirability of an SSC model for the LOGfirm by observing the processes and

organisational structure. The data analysis takes the form of a detailed discussion of the

emergent themes and a cross-comparison of the primary (Participant observations) and

secondary data. A research context prone to rapid change further supports the utilisation

of adaptive qualitative research designs in business research.

The research paper explores the scope and conditions for a global mid-sized logistics

organisation (LOGfirm) to develop a shared service centre (SSC) footprint, facilitating the

optimisation of costs, resources, and services to serve clients better. The research is

underpinned by primary and secondary and utilises a qualitative research design.

Main themes defined in the primary and secondary research

3 layers  

structure

The thesis was designed based on the requirements of my current employer LOGfirm. Those requirements need to be considered in the constantly changing

environment. The literature review proved the abundance of resources about the SSC topic, which was supported by the primary research to consider the

specifics of both research subjects and provide recommendations.

“One core KPI that [ITfirm was] always 

focused on was: Are we an employee of 

choice on the market?” 

Thus, the goal of each company should 

be to make employees feel good where 

they work. 
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While conducting the secondary research, a critical review of literature from peer-reviewed articles, books and other sources established the pertinent issues that

form the basis for the primary research. The full in-case and cross-literature analysis revealed the following themes and patterns of meaning.

These three themes combine to answer simple questions of:

• what are the client needs for SSC;

• who and how to set up SSC;

• why and where to set up SSC.
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Research objectives
Research question: “What is the scope and conditions for a mid-sized LOGfirm to develop a

SSC to better serve clients and optimize resources as a reaction to the increased

competitiveness facing the logistics industry, driven by the Covid-19 pandemic?”

The secondary research finds that SSC could be a valuable tool for gaining a competitive

advantage in the market. Initially, SSC organizational structures were limited to

multinational corporations. However, scholars clearly state that this is no longer true as

mid-sized companies appreciate the benefits of this structure. Moreover, given the

advancement of technology and fluid economic environments, SSC's can evolve into more

adaptive forms that can operationalize new business contexts and employee work

paradigms such as working from home.

Afflerbach (2020) claim hybrid virtual teams are facing a growth in SSCs in recent years

and are becoming a "common feature" of SSCs. The primary research suggests that

leaders must have clear plans for adapting to new world of work paradigms; hybrid or

remote.

"What to advise someone who wants to start the journey of establishing SSC?" The

participants advise that the starting point should be a collaborative consultation with

somebody who has undergone this kind of transformation. Additionally, it is necessary to

consider what the future will look like for shared services and consider robotization and

automation.
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